
Making a place:
Kenmount Terrace Neighbourhood Forum 

Results

Introduction
This report summarizes a community forum on November 8th, 2017, at St. Michael and All 
Angels Church in Kenmount Terrace. Following the 2017 municipal election, Happy City St. 
John’s was approached by Ward 4 City Councilor Ian Froude, who requested that Happy City 
facilitate a neighbourhood discussion in Kenmount Terrace. This discussion was initiated by 
members of the Kenmount Terrace community who asked Councilor Froude to host a town hall 
discussion in which neighbourhood issues could be presented. 

An open invitation was offered to all residents of Kenmount Terrace and owners of neighbouring 
businesses via social media channels belonging to Happy City and Councilor Froude, the 
Happy City membership list, organic media, and word-of-mouth. An invitation was also extended 
to all city councilors via Councilor Froude. There were approximately 45 residents in 
attendance. In attendance from City Council were Mayor Breen, Deputy Mayor O’Leary, 
Councilor Froude, Councilor Burton, and Councilor Hickman.

The event included introductions from Happy City, Mayor Breen, Councilor Froude, and 
Kenmount Terrace resident John Fitzgerald, table discussions, a mapping exercise, and a group 
debrief.

Overall Impressions
What we heard is that Kenmount Terrace residents want their neighbourhood to be just that – a 
neighbourhood. Many of the most pressing requests from residents are for the basic 
infrastructure – sidewalks, green spaces, crosswalks, trails – that people from other 
neighbourhoods take for granted, and are often absent from Kenmount Terrace. In 
conversation, we heard a lot about how these physical amenities could foster a stronger sense 
of community.  

There was a great deal of conversation about transportation at the forum, and much of that was 
about shifting the balance in a neighbourhood that is currently designed for almost total car-
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dependency. Local residents already walk and bike to destinations both inside and outside of 
the neighbourhood; they are asking for the infrastructure to do so safely. 

Summary: Table Discussions
Tables of approximately 6-8 people brainstormed and discussed each of these questions. A 
volunteer note-taker recorded responses and provided an unabridged version of the notes taken 
to Happy City. The responses - with notation for common responses and themes - are 
presented below. Common themes found within each set of responses are noted.

What would make it easier to get around Kenmount Terrace?

Active Transportation:
Themes:

 Trails that connect destinations and streets are a priority. There are currently none, and 
areas along the pole line, through the woods, and along the brook, already used 
informally, could be formalized. Residents are unclear who owns the undeveloped land 
around the neighbourhood. 

 Sidewalks: many participants walk to nearby services, including along Kenmount, where 
there are no sidewalks at all. There are also no rights-of-way between streets, so people 
have long walks to visit neighbours on adjoining streets. Overall, a lack of sidewalks 
inhibits the development of a sense of community. 

 Crosswalks:  All through the neighbourhood, people cited a lack of crosswalks, 
including on arterial streets like Great Eastern and along Kelsey Drive

 Bicycle infrastructure: Concerns about safety impede bicycling in the area. Bike lanes 
could be used (the streets are very wide). 

 Accessibility: residents highlighted some accessibility concerns, including poor snow 
clearing and sidewalks that dip at driveways.

Traffic Calming
Themes:

 Speed bumps: Residents suggested speed bumps on major local roads, especially 
Ladysmith and Great Eastern 

 Road design: Kenmount Terrace is designed with very wide roads, which creates fast 
traffic. Adding sidewalks, bike lanes, and trees could make the roads feel smaller and 
slow it. The main streets - Great Eastern in particular - have nothing along them to slow 
drivers until the ends. 

 Roundabouts: Most residents felt that roundabouts were not effective and many 
suggested 3-way stop signs instead
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 Speed limits: Participants suggested lowering speed limits inside the neighbourhood to 
40 or 30 km/h. They also noted that there is currently a missing speed limit sign on 
Ladysmith. 

Getting around Kenmount Terrace: Seasonal Issues
Themes:

 Snow Clearing: clearing priority seems to be larger streets, even those that are less 
built up, over smaller streets with residents. Lack of sidewalk clearing in the winter 
impedes walking, especially given the speed of vehicle traffic. Streets narrow in winter 
due to heavy use of on-street parking. 

What would make it easier to travel between Kenmount 
Terrace and the rest of the city?

Public Transit
Themes:

● Bus stops: Infrastructure could be improved with a pull-over for buses on Kelsey Drive, 
and with enclosed shelters throughout the neighbourhood. Bus stop signage needs to be 
more prominent and high enough to not be buried in snow

● Routes and frequency: Residents were looking for more frequent service, on more 
routes, and bidirectional. There was an overall sense of bad transportation planning and 
inadequate options for those who do not or choose not to drive. A more direct route 
downtown would be an asset. 

Vehicular Traffic
Themes:

 Optimism about the Team Gushue Highway: Access to other parts of town will get 
easier as it gets built out

 Difficult access: With all the main access points to the neighbourhood coming off 
Kenmount Road, traffic congestion restricts access to the area. Absence of advance-
green lights into the neighbourhood at Kiwanis Drive exacerbates this. Another entry 
point could make it more functional

 Traffic calming: 3-way stops and speed bumps might make it easier to access the 
neighbourhood by calming traffic, as could lower speed limits. Residents were not 
generally supportive of roundabouts.
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 Not all bad: residents can get into St. John’s relatively quickly, and the planned road 
connection behind the new park, from Ladysmith to Messenger, will solve some 
problems. Getting out onto Kenmount Road is less of an issue than getting in. 

Getting in and out of Kenmount Terrace: Active transportation
Themes:

 Sidewalks and crosswalks: residents exit or enter the neighbourhood on foot regularly, 
but there are few safe ways to do so. In particular, the lack of sidewalks on Kenmount 
Road is an issue, and sidewalks next to high-speed traffic (with no grassy barrier) are a 
safety hazard. . Crosswalks are also needed at exits from the neighbourhood, especially 
Ladysmith Drive, and across Kelsey

 Trails: Trails could also be a connection between the neighbourhood and the rest of the 
city. The pole line and brook are the obvious routes, but connections as far as O’Brien 
Farm might be possible

 Bicycle Infrastructure: The city is not very bike-friendly, and Kenmount Road, the main 
connection, is not at all. Better design for bikes would make a difference

 Snow clearing: Better sidewalk clearing would help - people feel endangered in winter, 
even getting to school bus stops

 Lighting and wayfinding: lighting is poor coming in and out of the neighbourhood, and 
there is no signage to indicate the neighbourhood itself

What could the city do to make your neighbourhood safer?
 Safer intersections: the intersection of Great Eastern and Ladysmith was cited in 

particular as dangerous
 Neighbourhood watch: many residents felt that crime was an increasing problem; a 

neighbourhood watch could help address it and lead to more neighbourhood organizing
 Safer crossings: a lack of crosswalks means pedestrians must often jaywalk, risking 

their safety
 Enforcement: residents would like to see more enforcement of existing traffic laws (this 

would be a RNC task, not City)
 Road design: A number of roads don’t have their full markings, which creates 

uncertainty. 
 Lighting: There is insufficient street lighting; could encourage residents to keep outdoor 

lights on, and provide more street lighting.
 Space for Community Building: community centre could foster neighbourhood 

relationships; better sense of shared ownership of public spaces needed; a lot of vacant 
space remains in Kenmount Terrace 
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What public spaces would you like to see in Kenmount 
Terrace? 
To get input on what kind of public spaces residents were looking for, we had them use post-it 
notes to mark their ideas on large maps of the neighbourhood, then vote on which ones were 
the most important/high-priority to them, using stickers. The map below consolidates all the 
results.

Final Thoughts:  Kenmount Terrace 3-5 years from now
 Community Identity: better organization as a neighbourhood would allow a cohesive 

voice and more effective advocacy; Georgestown Neighbourhood Association, and 
Council has offered to provide guidance on starting up a neighbourhood association. 
Residents hope that community centre and park encourage greater sense of community. 
There is a strong desire for cohesive identity as Kenmount Terrace, which could become 
a model neighbourhood. 

 Design: Residents reiterated that they would like to see sidewalks on both sides of 
Kenmount Road between Ladysmith and Great Eastern to allow more pedestrian traffic 
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in and around neighbourhood; they are looking for more trees and greenspace to 
promote better health and better sense of community, and they would like pedestrians to 
feel safe
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Appendix A – Raw Notes
This appendix provides all notes that were recorded during the discussion.

What would make it easier to get around Kenmount Terrace?
● Trails connecting destinations
● More sidewalks.
● Crosswalks, especially along Ladysmith, Great Eastern, and Petite Forte. There is 

currently a total lack of crosswalks and residents can’t walk to church, convenience 
store, or shopping.

● Trails connecting streets (between homes, at pole lines), to Kelsey. Are there any 
opportunities with existing layout? Or in areas still being developed? Some clearings 
beneath power lines are currently used as informal paths. Could they be formalized?

● There is currently no trail infrastructure; even 1 or 2 would help
● No safe way to access Kelsey Drive businesses on foot
● Crossing Kelsey Drive on foot (and by car) is a safety issue; infrequent lights
● Lack of pedestrian rights-of-way between streets means long walks to visit neighbours
● Winter sidewalk clearing is minimal
● Overall, lack of safe pedestrian routes interferes with the development of a sense of 

community
● Trails: one route could follow the pole line, another the river. Possibility of a boardwalk 

down the river from Great Eastern and Ladysmith
● SIDEWALK needed on Kenmount b/w Great Eastern and Ladysmith
● Walking trails (there are only a few, one in the forest, into the construction trucks, not 

really a trail, although there are some berries). There was some talk about trails, 
something joining Kenmount Road. Trail all along reservoir, along Kenmount Road, 
currently only a garbage collection

● More crosswalks, there is only one near the roundabout
● Crosswalks needed at many intersections
● There could be bike lanes.
● Accessibility should be a consideration
● Dips up and down on sidewalks into driveways make it tricky to go along sidewalk with 

strollers.
● No sidewalk on Kenmount Road between Lady Smith and Great Eastern
● Crosswalk needed from across ladysmith near Kiwanis; especially with church and 

Marie’s on Kiwanis
● Crosswalk needed near Roundabout
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What would make it easier to get around Kenmount Terrace?
● Trail system desired; pole line currently used as de facto; have to drive to get to pole line
● Cycling is difficult in KT due to speed of cars; people take their bikes (in car) to other 

parts of city
● Sidewalk needed on Kenmount Terrace; runners have to go on shoulder of road; 

pedestrians need to walk on shoulder to get to coffee shops, car dealerships, 
restaurants, etc. Services exist near KT, but people can’t easily walk there and back.

● Speedbumps (traffic calming) – esp. Ladysmith and Great Eastern
● Wide streets have very fast traffic. Could adding sidewalks, bike lanes, trees make 

streets feel smaller and slow it?
● Speed limit is too high in the neighbourhood -should be 40
● Remove roundabouts. Seem ineffective in the middle of a neighbourhood. People speed 

before and after.
● Roundabouts: not effective
● Speedbumps needed on Great Eastern
● The roundabout needs to go, it’s a disaster, not in the right neighbourhood, not 

compatible with a small subdivision area
● Traffic control: people going at 60 and 70 on LS, scared with kids calls it the “race 

tracks”
● Speed bumps might be better, removable ones possibly
● Why are there markings for parking stalls only in certain places and not elsewhere?
● Speed bumps ok, but not in winter. GE has nothing until the end to slow you down
● Traffic calming (zig-zagging roads) not good
● Control signs telling you your speed
● Reducing speed limit would be good (30 or 40 on LS, 30 on side streets)
● 50 km/hr sign missing on Ladysmith (been missing for a year); cars go too fast on 

Ladysmith
● Issues with Roundabout – three-way stop or speed bumps preferred by residents at 

table.
● Vehicular traffic doesn’t abide by traffic rules – speeding, not stopping. Need more traffic 

calming, speed signage, more crosswalks, etc.
● Could there be access to the land behind homes to the NE of the neighbourhood? Who 

owns those area?
● No opportunities to walk through green spaces in the area
● Snow-clearing priorities seem off - larger streets with no residents get cleared, but 

smaller streets with residents don’t
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● Parking in the winter is an issue; basement residents park on-street, streets further 
narrowed by plows

● Hard to walk during winter, because sidewalks aren’t well cleared and drivers go too fast 
to walk in road

● Left turn very difficult at intersection of Great Eastern and Ladysmith; it was noted that 
residents go “long way around

● Turn onto GE from Ladysmith is dangerous

What would make it easier to travel between Kenmount 
Terrace and the rest of the city?

● Bus shelters needed in and near Kenmount Terrace; difficult to add shelters after the 
fact; could put bus stops with shelters on public space

● Better public transit needed; route currently only goes in one direction on Great Eastern; 
“not enough routes”, “routes not efficient enough”, “wait times too long”, “takes 1.5 hours 
to get to MUN campus”

● A more direct bus route downtown, especially during special events/hours
● Public transportation: Frequency (one hour) and only one way are a problem
● Public transportation could be improved - Route 16 is only once an hour, and cuts off at 

6 PM Sundays
● Bus only circulates in one direction
● Add shelters at bus stops (school and transit). Only one covered bus stop on Kelsey.
● Make bus stop signage more prominent, higher so that it does not get snowed in.
● General sense of bad transportation planning in the area
● Bus routes: more routes, smaller buses, more frequency
● Public transportation: only on main route, and only in one direction, and only one hour: 

isn’t enough
● Viable public transit. People are buying and using cars because transit is impractical.
● A cheaper rate or alternative to taxis. Taxis are overpriced – eg. $40 to get downtown. 

Hard to get to the airport.
● “Roundabout not keeping speed down, and people are stopping on either side”
● More/better traffic calming/speed calming measures required; “three-way stops and 

speed bumps”
● 3 way stops and speed bumps 
● Right now only have 2 exits + Kelsey Drive
● Kelsey Drive: Suncor building to come will mean more traffic to come => left arrow 

needed from Kiwanis, because it already is busy
● Pretty good getting to and from anywhere anywhere in St. John’s, 10 mins on average.
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● Better speed limits 

What would make it easier to travel between Kenmount 
Terrace and the rest of the city?

● Planned road around future park, from LS to Messenger, is supposes to solve some 
problems

● Getting out of LS and GE is tough because of amount of traffic and speed, also a few 
blind spots on GE and LS

● Getting onto Kenmount Road not a problem
● Another exit from the neighbourhood is needed on Kelsey -maybe Messenger to 

Ladysmith behind the park?
● Put a light at the left turn at Kelsey and Kiwanis
● There is no advance green for left-turning traffic into the neighbourhood, which holds up 

traffic
● Team Gushue Highway might improve access, reduce congestion on Kenmount. Should 

help connect to Bowring Park, east end.
● Coordinate with province (ie. on Team Gushue) to reduce impacts of grind and patch 

work. Seems to happen all at once on several busy roads. Consider changes to make 
roads last longer – banning studded tires?

● Heavy flow of traffic on Kenmount can make access to the neighbourhood a challenge
● It is possible to be stuck on Kenmount Road for 40 minutes trying to get home
● More crosswalks needed on GE, Kelsey Drive
● Better sidewalk clearing needed for pedestrians making their way through KT
● Make the neighbourhood and city bike-friendly. The city is not bike friendly currently. 

Most would never go on Kenmount Rd. 
● Better design for bicycles
● Crossing Kelsey Dr. both on foot and in vehicle is dangerous
● Would not go DT on bike, although maybe downhill ;)
● Clear sidewalks in the winter. Snow 10ft into road making driving and walking 

dangerous. School bus stops are hard to get to, dangerous to wait at. Could residents be 
required to clear sidewalks in front of their homes? City has to be careful how they plow.

● Enforce traffic laws at a municipal level or through partnership.
● Lighting is poor coming in and out of the neighbourhood
● Crosswalks are very much needed - particularly on Ladysmith Drive
● There are no sidewalks on Kenmount Road heading into the neighbourhood, but 

residents regularly walk there to access businesses
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● There is no signage to identify the neighbourhood from the outside, and wayfinding 
inside the neighbourhood is minimal as well - people get lost

● Sidewalks are right next to the road on the busy streets, which is dangerous
● Repeated discussion of the danger of walking on Kenmount Road, which many residents 

need to do.
● Sidewalks on Kenmount needed
● Trails: Powerline, boardwalk, could also have a trail to connect to O’Brien Farm, Long 

Pond, Rennie’s River

What could the city do to make your neighbourhood safer?

● Help start a Neighbourhood Watch. Requires numbers. Could be part of larger 
neighbourhood association.

● Figure out a way to cross Kelsey on foot. Forced to walk to lights which can be a very 
long distance. People are more likely to cut across.

● A lot of traffic uses Kelsey as a shortcut to the highway. Reconsider traffic access.
● Ensure enforcement of traffic laws.
● Add more lighting. Very little lighting on Great Eastern for instance.
● Paint all road markings – currently no yellow lines on some streets.
● Municipal enforcement of traffic laws.
● Theft and other crime is felt to be a problem. Good police response but need proactive 

deterrence needed.
● Encourage residents to keep lights on t(ogether with more street lighting).
● Community centre could help build relationships between neighbours.
● More patrolling would help
● A reduction in speed limits (Mt. Pearl has 30-40 on interior streets)
● Asking the RNC to ticket more often
● Speed bumps and other traffic calming measures
● A neighbourhood watch program would help address concerns about crime
● There is significant drug use in public spaces - the City could be more proactive in 

providing for safe needle disposal 
● Street lighting could be better and more consistent
● There are many areas where the lack of sidewalks leads to people walking in the streets, 

which is highly unsafe
● This is especially true on hills and blink curves
● City could do more public education regarding speeding
● More crosswalks and flashing lights
● A municipal enforcement unit
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● Give us a sidewalk down Kenmount road, or a trail, or anywhere to walk
● Crosswalk at Ladysmith and Kiwanis and on Kelsey Drive
● Left-turn light on Kelsey onto Kiwanis
● Lowe speed limits to 30/40
● Put 3-way stops at Great Eastern intersection
● Need a more organized neighbourhood watch
● Need more bait cars (but don’t announce it)
● Streetlights needed on Maurice
● Neighbourhood watch would be good, although apparently research 25 years ago 

showed that NW raised concerns but didn’t reduce rates. Maybe different today.
● Don’t particularly feel unsafe, other than threatened by cars. Neighbourhood on edge 

because of 5 % of drivers.
● Would like more crosswalks, with flashing lights to make drivers aware of them. Turn on 

LS is where everybody crosses : CW really needed there.
● 50 km sign blew off 1 year ago and since then drivers flying at 70 km/h => NEEDS to be 

replaced
● More light Park on Hopedale, can hear voices but need to be seen.
● Sense of community a bit lacking, a community building other than the church would be 

good.
● Place to drop off garbage to avoid it kicking about.
● You can see kids playing without adults, riding their bikes, so KT safe that way.
● Only issue is traffic, to send kids get groceries, with lack of crosswalk
● Drive by shooting 3 years ago, one of the only things, in the wrong house.
● “A lot of light from street lights”
● People at table commented that they do feel safe
● More crosswalks would make pedestrians safer
● Activated lights on crosswalks for main roads (Main intersections; GE, Ladysmith, 

Kiwanis, crossing Kelsey Drive)
●  Crosswalks have been fading quickly
● Crosswalks need to be more visible
●  People noted feeling unsafe leaving their house empty for the weekend, as their has 

been a slew of break-ins. 
● Traffic cams (real and dummy cameras) – could deal with vehicular traffic, keep track of 

snowclearing, and could deter car and home break-ins 
● Better snow removal; better prioritization of sidewalks. 
● Snow banks are too high when people are pulling out of their driveways
● Better use of empty/vacant public space
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Three to five years from now, what is in your ideal Kenmount 
terrace?

 A logical, enviable neighbourhood that can be a model for communities in other cities
 Would like nice signage noting entrance to KT
 Cohesive identity for community
 Would like to feel like more of a community; better sense of community
 Hoping that community centre and park will provide better sense of community
 Sidewalks on both sides of Kenmount Road between Ladysmith and Great Eastern, and 

onward
 Would like pedestrians to be safer
 Residents interact and engage with community park as a regularly part of their lives
 Regular sit-downs with Councillor and reps from city departments about specific needs, 

issues, concerns, etc. 
 Better organization as a community. This would allow the neighbourhood to advocate 

properly. Comment made that Georgestown Neighbourhood Association has offered to 
provide guidance on starting up a Neighbourhood Association. Councillor Froude offers 
to provide support for setting up a Neighbourhood Association. Happy City will have a 
“neighbourhood summit” soon.

 More trees and tree planting programs to provide better health, better sense of 
community


